Ethnobotanical Study of the Mexican Laurel in El Chico National Park, Mexico: A Quantitative Perspective
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Abstract This study was conducted in two villages of El Chico National Park (ECNP), Mexico, to document the uses of *Litsea glaucescens* (Mexican laurel) by the local population and to identify actors with knowledge about the species using quantitative ethnobotanical techniques. Fifty-five semi-structured interviews were conducted to obtain a free-list about the specific uses of the laurel, to analyze its importance among the social group under study, and to use social networking to identify individuals within the community who had particular knowledge about the plant. We found a total of 25 specific uses for the plant, which have different levels of importance for the people of the ECNP. The most common use was seasoning, while medicinal and cultural uses had a lesser importance. Use of the seed of the laurel as a material for handcrafts is recorded for the first time in this study. The social network showed that there was a relationship between the actors interviewed from the two communities. They are identified as having some relationship to the plant or knowledge about it, but the actors who produce it are the most prominent. An analysis of the specific uses of the laurel and those with knowledge about it is considered indispensable for generating specific management and harvesting strategies for the species, which will be able to contribute a local perspective to its conservation.
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Introduction

The success of human populations has depended in part on their knowledge and manipulation of their environment, an aspect in which plants play a fundamental role (Pardo de Santayana and Gómez 2003). Several researchers have studied the importance of plants to rural communities: how the plants are managed, their diverse uses, and the best conservation methods. However, special attention should be given to the uses of species in Natural Protected Areas (NPAs), as in most cases conservation in protected areas does not take into account the cultural contexts in which these uses have evolved (Tuxill and Nabhan 2001).

Ethnobotany has clear applications to conservation science in several aspects. It is fundamental for identifying the diversity of plants used by humans and understanding how local people select, use, and manage plants, and why (Gaoue et al. 2017), and documenting the knowledge that human populations have about them. This type of knowledge should be applied in conservation, since it provides real and functional information on the use and management of useful species and vegetation as a whole (Shrestha and Medley 2017). This information could be used to generate public policy and by decision makers and policy makers (Albuquerque et al. 2009). This applies mainly to species with economic and cultural importance (including symbolic importance) that contribute to human welfare (Albuquerque et al. 2009). Ethnobotany also enables the necessary tools to be generated to promote sustainable use of plant resources (Gómez-Pompa 2001; López-Gutiérrez et al. 2014; Pío-León et al. 2017). Additionally, ethnobotany research potentially
encourages conservation from an etic and emic perspective (Pío-León et al. 2017).

In Mexico, a variety of plants are used by communities residing within NPAs (Pulido and Cuevas-Cardona 2013). These plants provide multiple benefits, as they are grown not only for commerce, but also for daily household use (Alexiades and Shanley 2004). However, there are few NPA management plans that address the conservation of plants that are considered useful or valuable either because of their subsistence value or because of their ceremonial and social importance (Tuxill and Nabhan 2001). The value and importance of useful plants can be classified according to their contribution within the traditional culture of a given human group and can be evaluated from two perspectives. The first is to determine the number of useful plants in a location overall, and the second is to learn the actual or potential applications of a given plant (Turner 1988).

There are a number of methods for determining the importance of different species or families of plants. These methods include quantitative techniques; for example, measuring cultural significance through the use of indices (Turner 1988), relative importance and use value (Phillips and Gentry 1993), or the importance of a given use based on its frequency and the order in which it is mentioned, as is the case of Smith’s salience index (Borgatti 1996).

These methods have enabled the relationship between people and plants to be investigated effectively. However, in order to understand the importance of a species from the local perspective, it is also necessary to understand the relationship between the members of the human groups studied, who are the users of these resources. Social networks are useful for locating information about the capacity for intercommunication and organization among the members of a group, as well as for finding out individual actors’ perceptions of other members and their own positions within the group (Boster et al. 1987).

This study evaluates the importance of specific uses of Mexican laurel (Litsea glaucescens) in two communities (villages) in ECNP. The Mexican laurel grows wild in the Abies religiosa (“oyamel”) forest of this natural protected area and has been classified as in danger of extinction under the Mexican NOM-059-SEMARNAT-2010 standard (SEMARNAT 2010). Ethnobotanical information on the main uses of a plant (in the current case Mexican laurel), and the relationship between users of the plant and those with knowledge about it will enable the importance of the species and its specific uses to be determined and interpreted by local residents in terms that they consider significant (Turner 1988).

Of the 7,800 non-timber species identified in Mexico’s cold temperate forests, Mexican laurel is one of the five non-timber forest products considered to have high potential for development (CONABIO 1998). Its uses include medicinal uses, namely infusions for the relief of chest congestion, cough, maladies of the ear, various gastrointestinal diseases, intestinal pain, postpartum uterine contractions, sterility and dysmenorrhea, as well as ceremonial uses (Jiménez-Pérez et al. 2011). In recent years, the plant has been discovered to have properties for treating stress-related conditions (Guzmán-Gutiérrez et al. 2014). As a seasoning, it is sold as bundles of dry leaves together with thyme, marjoram, and oregano, and used to flavor pasta, fish, and tomato sauce dishes (Dávila-Figueroa et al. 2011; Jiménez-Pérez et al. 2011).

While the species is harvested illegally in the ECNP and sold (personal observation and confiscations by environmental authorities), part of the supply is produced legally in two Wildlife Management Units (UMAs in Spanish) in Carboneras, where it is financially supported by SEMARNAT. This study is focused on knowledge about the Mexican laurel and the traditional and domestic uses given to the species. It is the first detailed study of the uses of this plant in Mexico and the first time these uses have been ranked according to the importance they have for the local communities that use them. Given the findings of previous research, it was expected that medicinal uses would prevail in the study area since the communities in the studies are rural. Religious uses were also expected to predominate, especially Easter week festivals, as in other parts of the country. The use of Mexican laurel in Easter celebrations is one of the most studied (López-Gutiérrez et al. 2010; Montañoz-Armenta et al. 2011; Ortiz-Quijano 2016). Additionally, this study was carried out in the ECNP, a key area for Mexican laurel production at the national level because of the outstanding organoleptic quality of the plants grown here.

The objectives of the present study were: 1) to evaluate the most important specific traditional uses of the plant among the study communities, based on
the free-listing technique and 2) to analyze the social network among the members of the communities to identify the relationships between the people who are recognized for having some type of knowledge about the uses of the Mexican laurel. The goal is to contribute to documenting the ethnobotanical knowledge on the species, which will be useful both for making management decisions in the context of NPAs and for helping maintain traditional knowledge among the local Mestizo people.

Methods

Study Area
The ECNP is located in the state of Hidalgo, Mexico, with an area of 2,739 hectares, covered mostly (62.9%) by “oyamel” forest, which is where most of the Mexican laurel populations are located. There are seven towns in the ECNP (CONANP 2005; Figure 1), with a total population of 6,721. The local population is of Mestizo origin (INEGI 2010). Ethnobotanical information was collected in Carboneras and Pueblo Nuevo. These two towns are different in age. Carboneras was one of the first communities founded in the region (1876–1897), during a mining boom, and has a population of 1,226 (INEGI 2010). Pueblo Nuevo was founded between 1965–1980 and has a population of 753 (INEGI 2010). It should be noted that the purpose of the study was not to compare them, but to broaden the potential for discovering different uses for the Mexican laurel in the study area.

The main occupations among the male residents are subsistence agricultural production for self-consumption, mainly in agricultural plots and
common lands, masonry, and trade, in addition to gardening or factory work in the city of Pachuca. The women are homemakers or domestic employees in Pachuca. Fifty-five percent of the interviewees said they worked at more than one job. Both communities offer tourism services, but none of the respondents make a living in this industry.

Data Collection
Before the fieldwork started, a meeting was held with the authorities of the two towns, to obtain consent for the interviews. A total of 55 interviews were conducted, from May to August 2017. The sample size was determined by the collector’s curve (Krebs 1989). This curve gives the number of interviews that are needed to have enough information about the topic under consideration. When the curve stabilizes, it indicates that the universe of the sample is not altered even if more interviews are added (Figure 2).

In this case, the collector’s curve stabilized at interview 54, leading to the decision to conduct a total of 55 interviews. Thirty interviews were conducted in Carboneras and 25 in Pueblo Nuevo. Twenty-six men and 29 women were interviewed. To ensure anonymity, the interview subjects were identified by initials (Bernard 2006).

The interview subjects were selected using the snowball method (Bernard 2006). The snowball method is initiated by locating a key informant. Subsequently, interviews were continued with the actors named in the snowball process. However, in six cases the subjects did not nominate others, and in other cases they nominated people who had already been interviewed, so it was decided to include six more people who had Mexican laurel in their gardens, yards, or plots of land, under the assumption that they had knowledge about the plant. In addition, 11 young people under 30 years of age were selected to subsequently investigate knowledge transmission. The interviews were divided into three age ranges (15–30, 31–60, >60), to represent young people, adults, and seniors. It should be noted that although the actors were interviewed on the basis of previously established methods, they were targeted according to specific characteristics, such as originating from the communities and being of either sex. The interviewers did not seek to interview merchants but rather local users of the plant or people who were mentioned as being related to it according to other actors. While the interviews were conducted with local users of the plants, the method applied could potentially include legal or illegal traders of Mexican laurel, as did happen.

Ethnobotanical information about the Mexican laurel was gathered using a semi-structured interview (Albuquerque et al. 2014; Bernard 2006). The interviewer first asked about the socio-economic characteristics of the interview subject, and then elicited a free-list (Bernard 2006) of the uses given to the laurel and the parts of the plant used for these purposes. At the end of the interview, the subject was also asked about other actors who could potentially provide information about the topic. The free-listing technique consists in listing all the terms mentioned by the actors interviewed on the domain of interest, which are recorded in the order in which they state them. To ensure that the interviewer and the interview subject were talking about the same object, a branch of Mexican laurel was presented as a visual stimulus (Bernard 2006). One hundred percent of the informants recognized the plant.

Data Analysis
The free-list was analyzed using Smith’s salience index by means of the ANTHROPAC 4.0 program (Borgatti 1996). This index assigns the highest values, close to one, according to the frequency and order by which the terms are mentioned in the list. It enables them to be classified by their importance. Notable breaks or discontinuities occur between the numerical
values of the elements with greater or lesser salience (Gravlee 2002).

Based on the results of the free-list analysis, multidimensional scaling (MDS) was applied based on the Jaccard index, using the PAST 3.0 program (Hammer et al. 2001). This locates the different uses in a hyperdimensional space as a function of their similarity according to the number of times they are mentioned (Romney and Weller 1984). The uses of Mexican laurel reported in the interviews were classified into four categories modified from Castañeda and Albán (2016) as follows: seasoning, used to add flavor and aroma to various dishes; medicinal, used to treat or prevent diseases; cultural, used in social or ritual activities; and craft production, in which the seed is used for manufacturing items by hand.

Information provided by informants about other members of the community was noted, graphed, and analyzed using the UCINET 6.403 and NETDRAW 2.120 programs (Borgatti 2002), which allowed us to draw a social network of the actors. This network shows that the greater the number of mentions of a given actor by other members of the network, then the greater the recognition of that actor in the social group with respect to a particular topic (Laumann and Pappi 1973). Each actor is represented by a symbol whose size represents the degree of recognition that other actors assign them. The lines that join the actors of the network can be uni- or bi-directional; that is, nomination may or may not be reciprocal. Disconnected nodes in the network represent people who were not mentioned by other actors.

Results

Uses of Mexican Laurel in Communities in the ECNP

Of the actors interviewed from the study communities, 100% acknowledged that the plant was used in their homes. The use most mentioned was seasoning (95%); 53% mentioned cultural uses, 42% mentioned medicinal uses, and only 2% of those interviewed mentioned crafts. These results contrast with those given by the quantitative analysis of the Smith index. Simultaneously taking into account both the order in which a use is mentioned, as well as the frequency, it enables the uses, in this case from a local perspective, to be ranked more precisely. This is the case of cultural uses. Although they were mentioned by more than half of the actors (53%), they were often named near the end of the free-list, and the interview often had to be focused (Bernard 2006) before the actors could identify, remember, and mention these uses.

The actors mentioned 25 specific uses of the Mexican laurel, from which the Smith index was calculated. Five groups could be registered in the free-list, identified by gaps or breaks in the value of the index. Use of the plant for pickling chile peppers had the highest value (0.655), indicating that it has the greatest importance in the study localities. The second break is between the use of the laurel in foods based on tomato sauce (0.364), fish (0.351), pasta (0.296), and chicken broth (0.265), suggesting that these are also important uses. Less important were its uses for pozole (0.210), tinta (0.192), and mole (0.186), as well as medicinal use for teas (0.200) shown by the third break. The first three groups are made up of culinary uses, while the first medicinal use does not emerge until after the third break. The fourth break is between medicinal use in baths to cure espanto and remove bad energy (0.179), as well as postpartum baths (0.176) and in dishes such as picadillo (0.165) and pozole (0.152). The other 12 specific uses in the final group were mentioned infrequently, and in last place on the free-list, indicating that they are not very important in these communities. Among these uses are the seven religious uses that are made of the plant in the study communities (Table 1).

The multidimensional scaling diagram (MDS) grouped the uses of the Mexican laurel according to the greater frequency of mentions and the similarity of the answers among the interviewees who mentioned them. In this case, the uses as seasoning were grouped together, confirming the importance of the species in this category rather than for medicinal or cultural uses (Figure 3).

Social Network of Knowledge and Uses of Mexican Laurel

The social network identified two individuals with specialized knowledge of the Mexican laurel in Carboneras and showed that there is a relationship between the informants. The network was made up of the 55 interview subjects. These actors named at least one other person and up to seven (with the exception of the six actors who did not name anyone else), making up the network of relationships between persons who use or know the species in the study localities. The disconnected nodes (15) in the network correspond to people who have some relationship or knowledge about the plant because they have the plant growing in their garden, backyard, or plot of
land although they were not necessarily mentioned by other actors, in addition to some young people not taken into account by seniors and vice versa (Figure 4). The network shows mainly unidirectional relationships; that is, recognition between actors is not always reciprocal. It also demonstrates that there is a relationship between actors in Pueblo Nuevo and in Carboneras. The social network shows a concentration around the actor BBM, who was mentioned by 16 others. This person was the central interviewee of the network, and was followed by the actor VMG, with nine mentions and GFO and PVP with eight mentions each. It should be noted that BBM and VMG are recognized in both towns as experts on the Mexican laurel in Carboneras, as they are the promoters of the two UMAs. These actors, were the only ones identified as trading in Mexican laurel. In general, the actors with the highest number of mentions were identified as having some relationship with the Mexican laurel tree and, therefore, according to the interview subjects, had the most knowledge about the plant.

It is notable that of the 40 connected actors in the network, 20 were women and 20 were men, which indicates that both genders have knowledge about the uses of the plant. Adults were the age group most mentioned in the social network (19), followed by seniors (13) and eight young people. Young people, despite being mentioned less than other age groups, are already identified by other actors as knowing about the plant.

**Discussion**

*Local Uses of Mexican Laurel*

This is the first study focused on investigating the specific uses of *Litsea glaucescens* in Mexico, specifically in the ECNP. The quantitative results showed that its uses as a seasoning are the most common and most important (95%) in the ECNP, while medicinal and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Specific use</th>
<th>Abreviation</th>
<th>Plant part used</th>
<th>Frequency (%) n = 55</th>
<th>Average range</th>
<th>Smith index</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Pickled chile peppers</td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>Whole or lengthwise sliced chiles, usually jalapeños, cooked in vinegar with onions and carrots,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Tomato sauce</td>
<td>Cj</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>A basic Mexican sauce, served with a variety of dishes. Usually cooked in broth with vegetables or grilled on coals in aluminum foil along with other ingredients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Pe</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>Made with wheat flour, cooked with herbs to enhance the flavor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Pastas</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>Broth containing pieces of chicken and assorted vegetables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Chicken soup</td>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>Seasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Mixiotes</td>
<td>Mx</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>Stew of shredded chicken in a tomato, onion, garlic and chipotle chile sauce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicinal</td>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Infusion of laurel leaves used to relieve cough or gastrointestinal problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Tinga</td>
<td>Tg</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>A Mexican sauce consisting mainly of chile peppers, spices, ground nuts and seeds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Mole</td>
<td>Ml</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>Meat seasoned with a spicy rub, steamed together with nopal cactus paddles en papillote in a sheet of membrane stripped from a pulque maguey leaf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicinal</td>
<td>Baths to cure espanto and eliminate bad energy</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>Baths intended to eliminate negative aspects from the body, using a combination of plants that include the laurel and flowers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicinal</td>
<td>Postpartum baths</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>Baths intended to eliminate cold from the body of a woman who has given birth, using a combination of plants that include the laurel, since it is considered a hot herb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Picadillo</td>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>Hash made with ground meat, carrots, peas and potatoes. A traditional Mexican and Central American soup made from hominy, known as cacahuazintle, and chicken or pork meat, along with other ingredients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Pozole</td>
<td>Pz</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>Mexican celebration, which honors the deceased as they return to visit their living relatives. November 1 and 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>Day of the dead</td>
<td>2N</td>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>Day of the dead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Grilled meat/rabbit</td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>Grilled meat/rabbit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Specific use</th>
<th>Abreviation</th>
<th>Plant part</th>
<th>Frequency (%) n = 55</th>
<th>Average range</th>
<th>Smith index</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Pork braised in lard and pickled pigs feet</td>
<td>Cc</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>Various parts of the pig are braised in lard; the pig’s feet are boiled, and vinegar and vegetables are added. Catholic festival that commemorates the passion, death and resurrection of Christ. March or April.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>Easter Week</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>Branches of laurel are blessed on Palm Sunday and placed in the arches of the churches to symbolize the triumphant entrance of Christ into Jerusalem. Catholic festival celebrating the presentation of the Christ Child at the temple. February 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>Candlemas</td>
<td>2F</td>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>Catholic festival celebrating the presentation of the Christ Child at the temple. February 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasoning</td>
<td>Barbacoa with lamb blood</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>Meat, usually lamb, is cooked in a firepit dug into the ground and covered with maguey leaves. When the branches or bouquets of different plants are made for certain religious festivals and taken to the church to be blessed. They are then taken to homes and placed behind the door. When the weather is bad they are burned to calm the storm or to ask for good harvests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>Reliquias</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>Branches or bouquets of different plants are made for certain religious festivals and taken to the church to be blessed. They are then taken to homes and placed behind the door. When the weather is bad they are burned to calm the storm or to ask for good harvests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicinal</td>
<td>Aromatize and sanitize.</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Leaf</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>The leaf is chewed to freshen the breath.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>Holy Cross Day</td>
<td>3M</td>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>Catholic festival in which crosses are decorated with flowers, ribbons and other plants including the laurel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>Funeral wreaths</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>Used to decorate wreaths and arches placed on graves. The seeds of the laurel are pierced in the center so that they can be threaded onto a ribbon or thread. Catholic festival celebrated on December 12 in veneration of the Virgin of Guadalupe, patron saint of Mexico. The laurel is used as a decoration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicraft</td>
<td>Necklaces</td>
<td>At</td>
<td>Seeds</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>Day of Our Lady of Guadalupe</td>
<td>12D</td>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
religious uses have medium and low importance, respectively, among this social group. This suggests that in the study area, its use as seasoning is the most frequent but also the first to be mentioned by the interview subjects, which could be due to the fact that the Mexican laurel plays a part in satisfying basic human needs through its use in food (Castañeda and Albán 2016), an aspect that supports the idea that food is a cultural element that tends to be strongly maintained.

The results again show that religious uses of the Mexican laurel are of less relative importance. This result suggests that there may be a lack of interest among the population regarding certain cultural practices, or specifically an influence from other religious practices in which the use of particular elements from nature is not as important (Ortiz-Quijano 2016). These results contrast markedly with other ethnobotanical studies that found religious uses during Easter week to be among the main uses of Mexican laurel. This is the only use described in detail in the ethnobotanical literature (López-Gutiérrez et al. 2010; Montañez-Armenta et al. 2011; Ortiz-Quijano 2016) and in some cases there is even a bias toward investigation of religious uses for this species.

In our study, 47% of the actors interviewed did not mention religious uses of the plant. However, our results showed that religious uses are the least important from the viewpoint of the local people, even though there are seven religious uses recorded for the ECNP, which is 28% of the total number of uses. It should be noted that although, as already mentioned, the Mexican laurel is used in Palm Sunday celebrations, its final use is as a culinary seasoning, since the branches are subsequently taken home, stored, and used in the kitchen (field observation).

On the other hand, it is notable that the plant is indeed harvested for this purpose not far from the ECNP (13 km). This is for the *Cabalgata laurelera* (the mounted procession of the laurels held annually for more than 100 years), which sets out from Nopaltepec (State of Mexico) and rides to Tezoantla, Hidalgo (López-Gutiérrez et al. 2010). In this particular instance, the plant plays an important role in this Easter week festival, and approximately 120 kg of Mexican laurel was harvested at 2017 for this
celebration (field observation). However, it should be noted that there is no comparison between the amount harvested for this festival and the amount confiscated, which was up to 1,200 kg per occasion, harvested for sale in Mexico City (Exp. PFPA/20.3/8C.17.5/0001-17. Procuraduría Federal de Protección al Ambiente, Delegación Hidalgo). It is clear that the pressure on the species is related to illegal harvesting for trade, while harvesting for Easter week is not an important threat in the ECNP. These facts lead us to reject the hypothesis (proposed in this study) that medicinal uses would prevail in the study area since the communities in the studies are rural. Religious uses were also expected to predominate, especially Easter week festivals, as in other parts of the country. In contrast, the uses as a seasoning were the most common and most important in the study area, while medicinal and religious uses had a marginal importance, according to the quantitative approach applied.

Medicinal uses had an intermediate level of importance in this study, which would seem to contradict the results of other studies on the use of these plants. Previous studies recorded that while indigenous communities use them as sustenance, their medicinal use is more important for Mestizo communities (Beltrán-Rodríguez et al. 2014). Our results could be due to the fact that the laurel is not seen as a food in itself. Moreover, since the study communities are relatively close to the Hidalgo state capital, the residents have access to other health care services. The use of Mexican laurel seeds to make handcrafted necklaces is recorded for the first time in this study; however, this use is rare among the people surveyed, and the necklaces are not produced for sale.

The food uses of Mexican laurel are seen as the most important for the study communities. Given this, the people of Carboneras and Pueblo Nuevo should be the main promoters of plant conservation, since it is not only a local species but one that is central to their way of life, especially through food. Including local knowledge will enable the generation of techniques for the management and sustainable use of the plant (Blancas et al. 2013). Specifically, the UMA owners are locally recognized as the main actors in the management of the Mexican laurel, so they could lead in the implementation of local and federal conservation strategies, interventions, and conservation based on communities and local rules according to the needs of the people for pursuing their livelihoods (Berkes 2007). In Tehuacán Valley, there are people authorized to harvest the leaves, branches, or trees of the Mexican laurel, while those who break this rule are fined (Blancas et al. 2013). Practices and communal regulations of this type are imperative in ECNP to guarantee sustainable use of the species.

**Implications of the Social Network**

The importance of the research methods used is also reflected in the structuring of the social network of people involved with the species. They can be identified as those who know about its uses. It can be seen clearly that the actors who received the highest number of mentions were the two people (BBM and VMG) who are responsible for the UMAs dedicated to the production of laurel. This suggests that the people who directly manage the species are most widely recognized by the other members of this social group, probably because they are closer to the plant. The network also showed that local authorities were mentioned, which suggests that people identify them as having greater access to information about local resources because they are authorities (Reyes-García et al. 2008), or, as in this case, because they are the ones authorized to provide this information. This shows that these actors play different critical roles in the network and this is why they stand out from the other actors (Mesquita 2008).

The social network also identifies a relationship between the two villages, which could be due to their proximity and to the high degree of kinship among residents, as well as to similar socioeconomic characteristics.

It should be noted that in addition to the fact that there were people who did not nominate anyone else during the interviews, some of the actors were also reluctant to provide information on uses of the plant. This is one of the problems that can arise when social phenomena are investigated using the snowball method (Biernacki and Waldorf 1981). In this case, it relates to a study of a plant which people are not willing to talk about, as was also the case of Montañez-Armenta et al. (2011) in their study of the Mexican laurel in Aguascalientes.

People in the study communities identified restrictions on the use of Mexican laurel, a species in danger of extinction. They are aware of supervision of the species promoted by National Park officials, known to local people as *los verdes* (the greens) and the
federal officials, known as los azules (the blues). Although prior data indicated that there are actors involved in illegal sales of Mexican laurel (field observation), these were not reported by any of the informants; people only talked about others who dealt with the plant legally, through its production in the UMAs. It should be added that there was little time to build rapport in each interview (Bernard 2006).

It is necessary to highlight the difference between lists of uses of a given plant (or lists of useful plants) —widely used in ethnobotany—and the results obtained through quantitative tools, particularly because methodological rigor is necessary to make contributions to science (Phillips and Gentry 1993). A list of uses alone does not make it clear which are more used or whether the uses are current or not. Sometimes distinguishing the latter is not the objective and therefore a simple list is a valuable technique. In contrast, quantitative tools such as the Smith index order the uses in a natural way, suggesting the importance that they have in the ways of life of a specific social group (Morais et al. 2009).

With the Smith index, the uses cited with greater frequency and those that are mentioned first indicate what is most present in their memory and what is most significant, because it is what they currently use or because it is most important to them (Morais et al. 2009). The items located at the end of the list are the least remembered, which shows that they are not as important as the ones that are mentioned earlier, and they might even not be current uses. It may mean that they were probably important for people in the past, but are no longer, so it takes the actors longer to remember them, because they may be in disuse.

Conclusions
This study shows the importance of the uses of Mexican laurel and enabled the persons involved with these uses and possessing knowledge about the plant to be identified. The social network shows the relationship between members of the study communities, not only among the members of a single community but also between members of the two communities. The network diagram also shows the actors who are clearly identified as having some relationship with the plant, among them the owners of UMAs or actors with some authority in the communities, whom the people identify as those with access to information. The uses of Mexican laurel as a seasoning stand out in this study, which agrees with studies where it is given great importance because it is a traditional seasoning typically used in Mexican cuisine. This is different from other regions, where its uses for religion and traditional medicine are reported as more important. Even so, it can be observed that the communities around the national park make use of this species and it is part of their daily life.
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